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In the context of the G8 meeting, where participates the powers that holds the strings of our economies; once again there
has been spontaneous popular demonstrations saying NO to
the capitalist globalization.
The policies decided in that meeting will serve to make even
harder the super exploitation and the hunger suffered by a
great fraction of the world´s population.
Some days ago, Carlo Giuliano, an Italian demonstrator, died
brutally murdered by the police that shot relentlessly to the
people demonstrating against of the masters of the world economy.
In the face of that, the Congreso de Unificación AnarcoComunista declares:

• Its complete rejection to the agreements from the G8
meeting, because they will only seek to stress the slaving
relations for labour, that nowadays exist in the world.
• Its absolute repudiation of the savage murder of Carlo
Giuliani by the Italian police.
• Our solidarity with the comrades gathered in the streets
of Genoa, as we see in them the concrete expression of
the discontent against the new empire of money.
With comrade Giuliani´s death, it begins a new stage in the
struggle against Capitalism. The popular movement against the
meetings of the bosses has gone a step forward, its growing
and massive charachter is an obligatory subject on the ruler´s
discussions and it is attacked with all the force of the capitalist
army.
We call for the conscious men and women to protest against
the current economic order, that sinks us into death and
destruction, we also call to demonstrate publicly against the
death of comrade Giuliani, who left his life in the struggle for
a world just and free, receiving the onslaught of the G8.
In this moment of crisis the slaughters and repressions will
grow. We should therefore be prepared for what is about to
come. Courage, Solidarity, Unity and Consciousness are the
values of resistance; are our weapons to oppose more energically this world of famine and exploitation.
THE DEATH OF COMRADE GIULIANO WON´T BE IN
VAIN; THE BOSSES OF CAPITALISM WILL KNOW ONE DAY
HOW TO PAY FOR THIS SHAME ON THE WOMEN AND
MEN OF THE WORLD.
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